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A Charming and Humorous Romance  
from Bestseller Cathy Marie Hake

Known for her laugh-out-loud historical fiction, Cathy Marie Hake delivers yet again with 
Serendipity. Through her witty dialogue and endearingly imperfect characters, Cathy uniquely 
explores life after the fairy-tale romance—and how instant attraction does not a marriage make. 
When life and wills get in the way, can love be held on to? 

The only remaining woman in Carver’s Hollow, Maggie Rose has cared for a ragtag of old men 
for years, bartering for a living and making soaps, lotions, and perfumes from a special rose recipe 
passed down for generations. She hasn’t wanted to marry… at least that’s what she thought. But 
when a strapping young man arrives on Maggie’s doorstep, searching for a doctor for his ailing 
mother, life suddenly changes for the dark-haired beauty.
    
When instant attraction gives way to a clash of cultures—and wills—Maggie wonders if her  
marriage to Todd is as serendipitous as it first seemed. Can she and this stubborn Texas farmer make 
their dreams become reality before they lose each other—and their sanity? 

Featuring a healthy dose of humor, a hint of passion, and plenty of fascinating historical detail, 
Serendipity’s winning combination makes for a great read. 

“With her usual wit and amicable prose, Hake delivers  
a pleasant Christian romance that also delves into deeper issues.”

—Historical Novels Review on That Certain Spark

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Cathy Marie Hake is a registered nurse who worked for many years in an oncology unit 
before shifting her focus to perinatal care. The author of over twenty novels, she lives with 
her husband in Anaheim, California. Visit Cathy’s Web site at www.cathymariehake.com.
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